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 Telemetry Products
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Summary    Pre-detection diversity combining provides a number of advantages in
telemetry data reception, particularly when used in conjunction with pre-detection
recording equipment. These advantages include optimal ratio signal combining before
pre-detection recording, pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio and threshold improvement,
higher improvement in demodulated signal-to-noise ratio as compared with post-
detection combining, and a number of operational simplifications, which are further
enhanced when the combiner is used with dual channel receivers. Laboratory tests verify
predicted performance. Additional quantitative field data is needed, but preliminary
results indicate excellent performance, and no problems in maintaining phase lock have
been experienced.

Introduction    Diversity techniques have long been used to increase the reliability of
recovered information. Diversity combining has been thoroughly analyzed in the
literature (1) and no general dissertation will be given in this paper. However, a very
brief summary of the art is included to effect a proper perspective for the discussion
which follows.

Combining techniques can be categorized in various ways as indicated in the following
outline:

Pre-detection combining
Post-detection combining

Optimal (sharp) selection
Equal Gain
Optimal Ratio

AGC Controlled
Noise Controlled

2 Channels
More than 2 Channels



Devices utilizing almost all combinations of these techniques have been built for both
special and general applications.

This paper is primarily concerned with the design and performance of dual channel,
optimal ratio, pre-detection combiners, both AGC and noise controlled.

Pre-detection combining refers to the fact that the diversity signals are combined prior to
demodulation. The advantages of this approach have long been recognized, but only
recently have devices utilizing this principal been available and widely accepted in the
telemetry field.

Optimal ratio combining provides a theoretical improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
given by the following equation originally suggested by L. R. Kahn (2).

For example, in a two channel system with equal quality input signals

A four channel system with equal quality input signals would provide a 6 db
improvement.

In order to realize this improvement the contribution of each input signal to the
combined output signal must be in proportion to the square of the respective input S/N,
the so-called “optimum ratio”. (5) For example, in a two channel system with                  
the contribution of channel (1)must be 22 = 4 times the contribution of channel (2) with a
resulting S/N improvement given by

an improvement of 0.96 db above the better input signal.

Advantages of Pre-detection Combining    The most obvious need for pre-detection
combining is m those systems utilizing pre-detection recording. Virtually all telemetry



stations include diversity antenna systems. Polarization diversity outputs are available on
most steerable structures, while some of the older fixed ground arrays still utilize space
diversity. Both noise controlled and AGC controlled post-detection combiners have been
in fairly wide use in these stations since about 1960. However, the popularity of these
units has been somewhat limited by operational problems associated with the pre-pass
set-up and calibration of the combiners, and in many installations the diversity RF
channels are utilized only for redundant data recording.

Most data acquisition stations already include, or are presently being retrofitted with
wideband pre-detection tape recorders and associated pre-detection processing
equipment. The advantages of pre-detection recording in increasing the data handling
capabilities and flexibility of telemetry stations has been widely covered in the literature.
(3)

Unfortunately, the utilization of post-detection diversity combiners to enhance the data
derived from pre-detection recordings, has generally proven impractical. For example, to
utilize an AGC controlled post-detection combiner in a pre-detection system, each
receiver AGC voltage must be transferred to a subcarrier and recorded on the same tape
with the corresponding data record-carriers. The data and AGC record-carriers must then
be demodulated and applied to the combiner. The performance of an optimum ratio
combiner is critically dependent on (1) maintaining phase coherence between the data
being combined and (2) precise adjustment of the combiner control circuits to “track” the
AGC voltage of the particular associated receivers. Differential phase flutter on adjacent
tape tracks limits the combiner signal-to-noise ratio improvement at the higher data rates,
and in order to obtain any semblance of AGC tracking, the combiner must be pre-set-up
with the particular receivers being recorded. Those familiar with the equipment involved
will appreciate the operational problems involved in augmentating such a system.
Another factor which presents a serious problem in some programs, is the reduction of
the available data channels by the number of additional AGC channels required for post-
detection combining.

Some of the problems indicated above would not be applicable to noise sampling post-
detection combiners. However, these devices require that part of the system information
bandwidth be free of data components and “reserved” for noise sampling, and this
restriction significantly reduces the efficiency of bandwidth utilization, particularly in
the recorders.

Diversity combining prior to pre-detection recording eliminates the problems outlined
above. The pre-detection combiner accepts two pre-detection carriers which are
degraded by low signal level and/or multipath fading. The combiner provides one “solid”
combined signal to one channel of the pre-detection recorder. The signal-to-noise ratio of
the combined signal will always be at least equal to, and will statistically exceed, the



signal-to-noise ratio of the best input signal. Furthermore, instead of reducing the
number of data channels, the pre-detection combiner allows much more efficient
utilization of the pre-detection recorders by combining two channels into a single data
channel. For purposes of redundancy, many programs require that the uncombined
signals also be recorded. However, because of the high reliability of present solid state
receiving equipment, and the greatly increased number of data channels on the more
sophisticated spacecraft and launch vehicles, the demand for multiple recordings of the
same information is being reduced.

Pre-detection combining effects a significant improvement in the pre-detection signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N) and a consequent improvement in FM threshold.

Threshold in an FM system is defined as the Pre-detection S/N, or equivalently the RF
input level, below which the demodulator output S/N is no longer directly proportional
to the pre-detection S/N, and begins to degrade at a higher rate than the pre-detection
S/N. A typical FM demodulator will approach threshold at a pre-detection S/N of
approximately 13 db. Figure 1 includes a curve of post-detection (video) S/N vs. RF
input level under a typical set of operating conditions. The diagram shows the FM
threshold effect and also the theoretical improvement in video S/N and threshold for both
a post-detection and a pre-detection two channel combining system. As indicated in
equation (1), the combination of two signals with equal S/N will theoretically result in a
S/N improvement of 3 db. The same improvement is obtained with either pre-detection
or post-detection combining. However, since the effective receiver input noise can be
considered constant, the pre-detection S/N increase is equivalent to a numerically equal
increase in the RF input level to the receiver. The result is, that the effective (RF)
threshold level is improved (that is reduced) by an amount equal to the S/N increase
provided by the combiner. Above threshold, the improvement in video S/N is the same
with both pre-detection and post-detection combining. Below threshold, the
improvement obtained with post-detection combining is the same as that obtained above
threshold, that is, 3 db in a two channel system. However, with pre-detection combining,
the improvement in video S/N at FM threshold and below is significantly greater than
3 db in a two channel system. This effect is the result of the non-linear relationship
between pre-detection and post-detection S/N below threshold. These relationships are
shown in detail in Figure 1. For example, under the indicated operating conditions, the
uncombined video S/N with an input level of -100 dbm (5 db below threshold) is
approximately 18 db which is a usable signal in most circumstances. At this level pre-
detection combining produces a video S/N improvement of approximately 5.2 db as
compared to a 3 db improvement with post-detection combining. At an input level of
-105dbm pre-detection combining produces a video S/N improvement of 6 db which is
equal to the theoretical improvement obtained in a four channel postdetection combiner.



The modulation index in the present example is fairly low ()F/Fm=1.25) but is
representative of FM/FM standards. At higher modulation indices the FM threshold will
occur at a higher video S/N and the slope of the curve below threshold will be
considerably steeper than in Figure 1. (4) For example, with a modulation index of 4.
threshold occurs’at a video S/N of 30 db and below threshold, the video S/N degrades at
almost three times the rate of the pre-detection S/N. For this case pre-detection
combining produces a video S/N improvement of approximately 8 db at RF levels
producing uncombined video S/N of 20 db.

It must also be noted that pre-detection tape recorders exhibit a threshold characteristic
similar to an FM demodulator, that is, below a certain input S/N the output S/N begins to
degrade at a higher rate than the input SIN. This effect in the recorder worsens the
overall FM system threshold.

Thus, by improving the pre-detection S/N before recording as well as before
demodulation, the pre-detection combiner can effect a considerable improvement in
system performance. The degree of improvement is a function of the particular operating
conditions but a pre-detection combiner should always provide better performance than a
post-detection combiner, even in those systems which do not utilize pre-detection
recording.

Another significant advantage of pre-detection combining has become apparent with the
increase in operational experience with these devices.

One of the problems associated with post-detection combiners is the fact that the units
must be set-up and optimized with a simulated modulation format, and with a particular
value of video input level. Once set-up, the video dynamic range must be limited to
approximately ±6 db for undegraded combiner performance, and the differential level
changes between the input video channels must be kept within about 0.5 db. If the video
level into the combiner changes for some reason, such as the result of receiver
adjustment or additional loads being patched onto the video distribution circuit, the
combiner must be re-adjusted. Recently designed post-detection combiners utilize rather
clever control and metering schemes to facilitate these adjustments. However, the most
troublesome aspect of the problem is that information on the exact frequency deviation
of the spacecraft transmitter is many times not available to down range stations prior to
vehicle launch. Furthermore, some spacecraft transmitters are programmed to change
deviation or modulation format during orbit and unwanted deviation changes and drifts
are also not uncommon. Consequently, in order to obtain maximum performance from
post-detection combiners, an operator must monitor the transmitter deviation and
receiver video level and, if necessary, carefully adjust the combiner during the pass.
Some metering circuits are unreliable with complex video signals, and since the
combiner performance can be seriously degraded by small misadjustments, serious



operational problems can occur. Also, in some circumstances, the large number of RF
data channels and the short pass durations, limit the time for any combiner adjustment,
again resulting in possible data degradation.

The pre-detection combiner is essentially free of this type of problem. The combiner
operates on the pre-detection IF output of the receiver. This signal is maintained constant
within about ±2 db by modern receiver AGC circuits and the pre-detection output level is
completely independent of the FM modulation format, including deviation. For some
applications, the combiner can also operate from a limited pre-detection IF signal with
virtually zero amplitude variation.

The pre-detection combiner must be initially set-up and optimized with a particular
receiving system, but generally the adjustment seldom requires re-setting, and no
operational level adjustments are required. Thus, although the circuitry of a post-
detection combiner is somewhat less complex than a pre-detection combiner, the pre-
detection unit is operationally much simpler and will provide essentially unattended and
reliable service in a pre-detection system. A pre-detection combiner also allows
considerable flexibility in an overall telemetry receiving system even if pre-detection
recording is not utilized. Some ancillary combiner features which can only function with
a combined pre-detection signal can significantly improve system performance. This
subject is further discussed below when the system aspects of pre-detection combining
are considered in detail.

Design Considerations    The primary requirement peculiar to pre-detection combining,
and the only significant difference between post-detection and pre-detection combiners,
is the necessity of maintaining an in-phase relationship between the input signals being
combined.

In post-detection combining, particularly in space diversity, it is sometimes necessary to
equalize the time delay in the RF or the video circuits to insure that the phase of the
video signals applied to the combiner is within about 10 degrees up to the highest data
rate. Phase errors in excess of 10 degrees will cause a measurable degradation in S/N
improvement and an increase in system distortion. In general, this requirement is easily
satisfied by incorporating fixed delay lines in the receiving system.

The video output of an FM demodulator is proportional to the instantaneous input
frequency but is completely insensitive to the relative “static” phase of the IF signal.
However, in pre-detection combining it is the IF carriers which must be added in phase,
and phase coherence must be maintained as the carriers are deviated with modulation. It
might first be suspected that, with space and polarization diversity systems, which
accommodate signals from a single RF source, IF phase coherence could be maintained
by utilizing fixed delay equalization and common local conversion oscillators in the



receiving channels. However, this approach willbe unsuccessful in most applications.
The very fact that space and polarization effects are realized, implies that propagation
delays are producing continuous and essentially random phase variations at the receiving
antennas. To maintain phase coherence between the pre-detection signals, pre-detection
combiners must include a phase tracking loop which continuously corrects for the phase
drift due to propagation and other effects.

The phase tracking servo loop may take a number of forms. In systems which are to be
used with amplitude and phase modulated signals only, a coherent loop may be used, in
which all the pre-detection IF carriers are individually locked to a common reference
oscillator. This approach provides excellent threshold characteristics and a few systems
of this sort have been developed. (6)

However, to combine FM signals a correlation scheme must be utilized in which the two
pre-detection carriers are applied to opposite inputs of the same phase detector. Since
both channels are derived from the same modulating source, the instantaneous frequency
deviation is the same in both channels, and the error voltage produced in the phase
detector is only a function of the slowly varying “carrier” phase difference between the
two channels. The phase error voltage is applied to an active loop filter and utilized to
maintain phase lock between the pre-detection channels.

The usual phase detector circuit has a cosine transfer function which produces zero error
voltage when the input signals are 90 or 270 degrees out-of-phase. Since the phase
tracking loop “tends” to zero the error voltage, the pre-detection carrier will lock 90
degrees out-of -phase, which is obviously the wrong condition for combining. To avoid
this difficulty, phase comparator circuits have been developed which produce zero
output with zero degrees phase error. One such circuit utilizes digital-techniques to
effect a linear transfer function over a range approaching zero to 360 degrees. The circuit
is designed to produce zero error with an input phase difference of 180 degrees, and an
“extra” phase reversal in one input allows the pre-detection signals to lock in phase.
Although this device provides excellent performance, the circuit is rather complex and
requires special techniques to insure reliable acquisition of phase lock.

A rather novel and quite simple phase comparator circuit is utilized in a combiner
manufactured by Defense Electronics, Inc., and is described in detail below. This circuit
has an overall sine transfer function and exhibits excellent stability and acquisition
characteristics.

Several methods are available to dynamically vary the phase between the two pre-
detection channels. One particularly simple approach utilizes voltage-controlled delay
lines in series with the local oscillator input to the second mixers of the telemetry
receiver. The active loop filter provides a differential output which simultaneously



increases the delay in one channel and decreases the delay in the other channel, thus
doubling the delay sensitivity. (At least one system was designed using motor driven
delay lines.) (7) This approach has been successfully demonstrated in experimental
designs, but has one basic limitation. Since a delay line can effect a phase change, but
cannot produce even one cycle of static frequency off set, delay line phase control is
limited to systems utilizing common first and second local oscillators, thus eliminating
the possible use of the system for frequency diversity applications. However, there are
few, if any, requirements for frequency diversity in present telemetry systems, and since
the popularity of dual, common LO receivers is increasing, delay line phase control may
be the preferred method in future systems. Dual vs. single channel receivers are
discussed in more detail below.

At least two manufacturers are presently producing pre-detection combiners which
utilize voltage-controlled oscillators to provide the phase variation in the tracking loop.
This approach is shown in Figure 2. The second IF carrier from each telemetry receiver
is down-converted to a carrier frequency which can be accepted by a wideband pre-
detection tape recorder, generally in the frequency range between 100 kc and 1 mc. A
stable crystal controlled conversion oscillator is used in one pre-detection channel
(designated the reference channel) and a front panel switch is provided to select crystals
corresponding to a number of standard recordfrequencies. The other pre-detection
channel (designed the slave channel) utilizes a VCO for the conversion oscillator. The
VCO nominal center frequency is simultaneously selected by the record frequency
switch.

The VCO frequency control voltage is derived from the tracking loop phase detector,
through the loop filter. The servo loop is thereby closed and the VCO frequency/phase is
automatically and continuously corrected to maintain phase lock between the two pre-
detection record-carriers.

The actual combination of the two channels takes place at the recordcarrier frequency
and details of the combining circuit are discussed below.

The tracking loop filter must be carefully designed to insure optimum combiner
performance, and the final filter configuration is a compromise between a number of
somewhat conflicting performance considerations. A second order servo loop is
generally used because of the satisfactory acquisition characteristics, and more
importantly, because the carrier phase errors are reduced to low values with large static
input frequency errors. Combiner performance will be measurably degraded with phase
error between the combined signals in excess of about 10 degrees. The overall tracking
loop gain must be sufficient to limit the phase error to less than this value with the
maximum expected frequency correction. However, because of small unbalances in the 



loop phase detector, the phase acquisition characteristics of the loop will be degraded if
the loop gain is increased indefinitely.

The loop bandwidth must be sufficiently wide to allow the loop to track the highest
expected frequency/phase rate of change. The loop acquisition range and rate increases
with loop bandwidth. However, the loop locking threshold in the presence of noise is an
inverse function of loop bandwidth and a design compromise must be determined. A
study was made of the (8) maximum rate of input phase shift in a polarization diversity
system due to such factors as multipath, spacecraft elevation, antenna patterns, and
Faraday rotation. The analysis indicates that a phase correction rate of 10 degrees per
second is adequate at VHF. However, the analysis is admittedly superficial, and the
possibility exists of considerably higher rates occurring at multipath nulls.

Because of the lack of precise information on maximum rates of phase change in
diversity systems, particularly at S-Band, another criteria was used in the final
determination of loop bandwidth. Since FM threshold occurs at a carrier signal-to-noise
ratio in excess of +10 db, the loop bandwidth was adjusted for a locking threshold of -
10 db carrier S/N in both channels simultaneously. This design allows a 20 db “spread”
between the signal level corresponding to FM threshold and the signal level
corresponding to loss of phase lock.

A correlation type loop exhibits a threshold effect with input S/N near zero db, but the
required locking performance was achieved with a loop bandwidth of approximately
1000 Hz. This bandwidth allows a phase tracking rate in excess of 105 cycles per second
which is more than adequate for any expected phase error rates. The strong loop capture
range is approximately ±1 kHz, and with careful phase detector balance, the weak
capture range can be considerably wider.

With an S/N higher than -10 db in either or both channels, phase lock is, of course,
maintained. If one channel loses signal entirely, the tracking loop will lose lock, but as
long as the “good” channel has carrier S/N in excess of approximately +6 db, the
combiner circuits will completely eliminate the “bad” channel from the combined output,
and no data degradation will occur. As the “bad” channel signal level increases the
combiner must reacquire lock. As long as the tracking loop response time is less than the
receiver AGC attack time (about 1 millisecond minimum in modern telemetry receivers),
phase lock will occur before the combiner allows contribution from both channels.
Acquisition times of less than 1 millisecond are obtained assuming the VCO has not
drifted too far during the loss of signal interval. Since a high rate of signal level change
between channels is generally associated with short duration signal level nulls,,
maintaining phase lock during severe multipath fading has not been a problem. VCO
drift during indefinitely long periods of signal loss in one channel, such as might result
from a very slowly rotating spacecraft, is greatly reduced by a small degree of cross



channel signal coupling ahead of the record-carrier down-converters. This coupling,
about 40 db below the normal IF input signal level, allows a strong signal in one channel
to self lock the VCO at the reference crystal oscillator frequency until the weaker
channel receives sufficient signal to resume control. This scheme is particularly suited to
common-LO-dual receiver applications.

It might be noted here that no phase acquisition or tracking problems have been
experienced in the field operation of pre-detection combiners with polarization diversity
systems, in the VHF telemetry band.

Another problem area which has been suggested, is the possibility of a noisy reference
channel producing sufficient noise at the phase detector output to frequency modulate
the VCO, and degrade an otherwise noise free slave channel. However, the peak-to-peak
phase detector output voltage with full wideband noise loading is limited to the
equivalent output with ±90 degrees phase shift. The total power of the noise components
available to modulate the VCO is equal to the “limited” output of the phase detector
divided by the ratio of receiver IF bandwidth to the open loop noise bandwidth of the
tracking filter. The open loop cut-off frequency is much narrower than the receiver
information bandwidth, and both the incidental deviation and the effective modulating
frequency are negligibly small when compared to typical telemetry signals. It is possible
however that this effect could be significant when combining at very narrow information
bandwidths.

Combining at Receiver Intermediate Frequency    Pre-detection combiners presently
being produced for telemetry applications all accomplish the combining process at the
record-carrier frequencies after down-conversion.

An alternate approach which has periodically generated some interest is to combine at
the receiver second intermediate frequency. This scheme is technically feasible and a
limited number of highly specialized IF combiners have been designed.

To maintain phase coherence between the IF carriers, it is possible to utilize the delay
line techniques as indicated above. However, a more commonly proposed approach
utilizes the receiver’s second local oscillators in a phase lock configuration similar to the
scheme used for record-carrier combining. The primary disadvantage in either approach
is that the combiner and receiver circuitry and functions are closely “tied-together”, and
failure or misadjustment in the combiner can result in complete loss of data from the
receiver. For example, if the combiner loses phase lock, the resulting “beat” frequency
between the two IF carriers can frequency modulate the VCO and appear in the receiver
demodulated output. In addition, sustained loss of signal in the reference channel may
allow the second local oscillator in the slave channel to drift sufficiently to completely
de-tune the receiver.



On the other hand, record-carrier combiners are functionally isolated from the receiver
circuitry, and the combiner operation has no effect on the receiver performance.

The main argument in favor of IF combining is that the combined pre-detection carrier
can be demodulated directly at the receiver intermediate frequency without the
intervening processes of down-converting to a record-carrier and re-up-converting back
to the intermediate frequency.

At the present time however, this argument appears to be based more on the esthetics of
this approach rather than on any definite performance advantage.

Signal degradation in the form of spurious products, and phase distortion at the wider
bandwidths, has been a minor problem with some of the earlier designed pre-detection
playback converters. However, signal degradation produced in the up-conversion process
has been virtually eliminated in the recently developed “single-sideband” up-converters
which utilize true linear phase product detectors and phase splatters.

Pre-detection combiners often include single-sideband up-converter and an associated
FM demodulator, as an optional feature. In this configuration the down-converter in the
reference channel and the upconverter both utilize the same crystal-controlled local
oscillator, and any frequency noise or drift produced in the conversion oscillator is thus
cancelled in the demodulator output.

For those applications requiring receiver-demodulator bandwidths which exceed the
limitations imposed by the recorders and the standard record-carrier frequencies, pre-
detection combiners are presently available with higher record-carrier frequencies. For
example, a 2.25 mc record-carrier will allow full demodulation performance with an
overall pre-detection bandwidth of 3.3 mc.

For the more conventional bandwidth applications, record-carriers are quite often
demodulated directly without up-converters. Record-carrier demodulators utilizing pulse
averaging techniques are presently available, and provide excellent performance with a
high degree of operational flexibility.

If a data acquisition system does not include any requirement for pre-detection recording
then combining at the receiver IF is likely to be less complex and less expensive than
record-carrier combining. However, as discussed earlier in this paper, many of the
advantages of pre-detection combining are obtained in conjunction with pre-detection
recording. If the system requirements include redundant recording of the uncombined
pre-detection carriers, combining at IF will necessitate the use of three, instead of two,
down-converters and an up-converter is still required for tape playback.



Thus, in most applications, the technical and economic advantages of IF combining are
questionable.

Circuit Description    Figure 2 is a functional block diagram showing the typical
features of high performance pre-detection record-carrier combiners currently being used
for telemetry applications. In addition to the basic combiner circuit (shown with dark
signal paths), the diagram shows four optional features which significantly enhance the
combining system performance and flexibility.

The 10 mHz second intermediate frequency from the two receivers is applied to
independent down-converters in the combiner. The local oscillator (LO) signal for
channel B (reference channel) I is obtained f rom a crystal-controlled oscillator. This
oscillator is provided with switch selectable crystals which determine the output record-
carrier frequency. Normally, at least four standard record-carrier frequencies are
provided with a SPECIAL switch position available as an option.

The LO signal for Channel A (“slave” channel) is obtained from the loop voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO).

A combiner manufactured by Defense Electronics, Inc., utilizes a rather unique phase
comparison circuit, described as follows. The channel A input signal is applied to an
auxiliary mixer with essentially the same performance as the channel down-converters. A
broad band phase splitter in the VCO output maintains a constant 90 degree phase
difference between the LO signal applied to the channel A down-converter and the LO
signal applied to the auxiliary mixer. The record-carrier output of the auxiliary mixer is
applied to a phase detector along with the reference record-carrier. The error voltage
output of the phase detector is applied to an active loop filter, which in turn provides the
frequency control voltage to the VCO. The loop phase detector has a typical cosine
transfer function and the tracking loop will lock the output of the auxiliary mixer 90
degrees out of phase with the reference record-carrier. However, because of the
additional 90 degree phase shift between the LO signals applied to the auxiliary mixer
and the channel A down-converter, the reference channel and slave channel record-
carriers will be locked exactly in phase. Thus, the overall result is a phase comparator
which provides the required “sine” characteristics, while fully utilizing the highly stable
cosine type detector.

The two phase-locked record-carriers are applied to the combining circuit which is
described in detail below. The uncombined record-carriers are also applied to individual
output amplifiers, and to a second “quadrature” phase detector. This phase detector
generates a DC output voltage when the record-carriers are in phase, and provides an
activating signal for the lock indicator light circuit.



The combiner circuit also accepts the combiner control signal, which is normally derived
from the receiver AGC voltage. The combined record-carrier obtained from the combiner
circuit is applied to a separate output amplifier.

A simplified schematic diagram of the combiner circuit is shown in Figure 3. This circuit
functions quite similarly to the beam-switching vacuum tube circuits which have been
used successfully in previously designed post-detection combiners. Q1-Q2 and Q3-Q4

comprise two emitter coupled differential amplifiers respectively. Each of the two
uncombined signals is AC coupled to the common emitter junctions of one of the
transistor pairs, and the signal components control the total current flowing through each
differential amplifier. Each channel control signal is applied to one input of both
differential pairs. The combined output signal is obtained from one of the collector loads
which is common to one transistor in each differential amplifier.

As the relative channel control voltage varies with the quality of the uncombined input
signals, the relative contribution of the uncombined signals to the combined output is
smoothly varied from zero to 100 percent. Because of the equal high value common
emitter resistors in the two differential amplifiers, the total current through the collector
loads remains constant, and as long as the uncombined signal amplitudes are equal, the
combined signal amplitude will remain constant for all contribution ratios. The circuit
common mode and differential control voltage suppression is optimized with the small
value balance adjustments, R1 and R2.

The optional features shown in Figure 2 include two alternate record-carrier
demodulation circuits. The IF Demodulator utilizes an integral up-converter and a
number of circuit modules taken without modification from an associated telemetry
receiver. These modules, including the IF filter and FM discriminator front panel plug-
ins, provide the combiner with a “third” demodulation channel which duplicates the
functions and performance of the receiver demodulators. The up-converter obtains an LO
signal from the reference channel local oscillator, and as indicated above, the combiner
and demodulator can accommodate the full receiver bandwidth with a special high
record-carrier frequency.

The Record-Carrier Demodulator option is used with the more conventional recorder
bandwidths, which currently is approximately 4/3 the record-carrier frequency up to
1.5 mHz.

Since the basic combiner circuit will process video signals as well as record-carriers, the
combiner can easily be provided with a post-detection combining mode. This capability
is useful in a variety of situations where for some reason, pre-detection combining or
pre-detection recording is not possible. The additional switches and front panel controls
are shown in Figure 2.



In some airborne telemetry receiving applications, very large phase delays due to
multipath effects can occur. These phase delays are large compared to the data wave
length, and since in general the data is not repetitive, the direct and reflected carriers
appear at the receiving antennas as two (or more) uncorrelated signals on the same
frequency. The resulting data distortion can be severe even though the composite signal
strength applied to the receiver is quite strong. Under these conditions an AGC
controlled combiner can actually aggravate the data degradation by allowing the stronger
distorted signals to contribute to the combined output.

However, both theoretical considerations and experimental results indicate that the
“noise” spectrum resulting from this type of multipath distortion is confined to the upper
frequency extremes of the base band.

A noise sampling combiner mode has been provided in both pre-detection and post-
detection combiners designed for the A/RIA program. The basic circuit approach is
shown in Figures 2 and 3. The interference spectrum is sampled with high pass filters
which are fed from the receiver demodulator. The sampled noise is amplified, rectified,
and applied to a control voltage shaping circuit. The resulting control voltage has
approximately the logarithmic characteristic of the receiver AGC voltage and operates on
the combiner circuit to suppress the degraded channel. The high pass sampling filter
must be optimum for the pre-detection and post-detection bandwidth.

The noise sampling mode operates equally well in the pre-detection or post-detection
combining mode and by proper selection of the filter characteristics, the noise sampling
circuits will provide optimum ratio combining utilizing “white” channel noise.

System Considerations    Pre-detection combining techniques have evolved together
with another significant development in data acquisition equipment, namely dual channel
receivers. These solid state receivers generally include two signal channels, complete
from the RF input through the demodulator output, and each channel provides the full
capabilities found in a modern telemetry receiver. Although these receivers are
frequently provided with independent first and second local oscillators in each channel,
the most common applications require that the first and/or the second local oscillators
deliver a common phase coherent signal to both channels.

In addition to the obvious economies in packaging, there are a number of advantages
obtained by using dual receivers in both post-detection and pre-detection combining
systems. For example, one of the more difficult problems in an optimal ratio AGC
controlled system is to obtain adequate “tracking” between the AGC characteristics of
two receivers, even of the same type. A dual receiver allows precise matching of the gain
and AGC characteristics of the two channels, and since all circuits obtain power from the 



same common supply, and are subjected to the same temperature variations, the AGC
tracking once optimized, can be reliably preserved in the field.

The most significant advantage of dual, common LO receivers however, is in the
operational simplicity afforded in either a post-detection or pre-detection combining
system. With the number of RF links rapidly expanding as the launch and space vehicles
become more sophisticated, it is becoming increasingly more difficult for operators to
initially “tune-up” a station, and to keep racks of receivers properly tuned with the
doppler and drift rates normally encountered during a pass. With space and polarization
diversity, the ability to simultaneously tune both receiving channels, greatly reduces the
possibility of mis-adjusting the system and losing the combined data.

Common LO tuning is particularly important in a pre-detection system. The pre-
detection combiner must maintain phase lock between the IF carrier from the two
receiver channels. To acquire and maintain lock the VCO in the combiner phase tracking
loop must be “pulled” to accommodate the frequency difference between the two IF
input frequencies. With space and polarization diversity, and with common local
oscillators in the dual receiver, the “average” IF frequencies are identical in the two
channels regardless of the degree of receiver mis-tuning, and the combiner only has to
correct for the short term frequency/phase disturbance due to propagation eff ects.

The question of automatic frequency control (AFC) arises in connection with dual
receivers. Very “tight” AFC performance is usually required in modern telemetry
systems to insure optimum demodulator performance and to maintain the pre-detection
record-carrier frequencies within tolerance. This requirement is particularly critical in
S-Band applications because of the severe doppler effects at these frequencies. In a dual
channel receiver, the control voltage for the single local oscillator can be derived from
the FM demodulator in either channel. However, there is the obviously real possibility of
completely losing AFC when the RF signal into one receiver channel fades. One simple
and effective solution to this problem is to derive the AFC control voltage from the FM
demodulator provided in the pre-detection combiner. This demodulator will normally
have characteristics identical to the receiver demodulator, and will continuously operate
on the combined and improved pre-detection IF carrier. Figure 2 shows the “combined”
AFC output, and this control signal is applied back to the common VCO in the dual
receiver.
 
A somewhat different but more sophisticated approach to the AFC problem was utilized
in dual receivers recently designed for the A/RIA program. The “A/RIA” receiver is
provided with a common first local oscillator, but an independent second LO is included
in each channel. A separate AFC loop is provided in each channel. In order to insure
reliable AFC acquisition under all forseeable operating conditions, the AFC circuits
include a high performance automatic search-and-lock mode. Operational amplifier



techniques are utilized to obtain very large frequency correction factors, and the
maximum IF frequency difference is easily accommodated by the VCO in the pre-
detection combiner.

The dual receiver and pre-detection combiner system can provide a definite advantage in
applications requiring coherent phase-lock demodulation. By applying the combined pre-
detection carrier (either at the record-carrier frequency orafter up-conversion to IF) to the
trackingloop phase detector and utilizing the loop phase error voltage to control the
common VCO, the coherent phase tracking loop will thus continuously track a combined
and improved signal. As fading occurs in the individual channels, the tracking loop will
remain phase locked and no interruptions of the data will occur.

Although the dual receiver approach does provide operational advantages, it must be
noted that pre-detection combiner operation with completely independent single channel
receiver is definitely feasible and has been demonstrated.

A pre-detection combiner manufactured by Defense Electronics, Inc., includes a highly
stable tracking loop with the wide acquisition range of ±30 kHz. The frequency
difference between the receiver pre-detection IF signals can easily be maintained below
±30 kHz by utilizing either the receiver AFC mode, or an “expanded scale” tuning meter,
particularly in those receivers which include an internal IF calibration oscillator. To
facilitate equalizing the pre-detection frequencies at the wider IF bandwidths, currently
available pre-detection combiners include a Frequency Error meter. This meter is
connected to the output of the phase tracking loop filter and provides an indication of the
degree of VCO pulling required to maintain phase lock. Normally the receiver Vernier
tuning is adjusted to “zero” the Frequency Error meter. Most combiners also include a
Channel Contribution meter which provides a continuous indication of the proportional
contribution of each uncombined channel to the combined output. This meter is also
used in the initial set-up of a combining system to aid in AGC “tracking” of the
independent channels.

Performance of Pre-detection Combining Systems    The predicted performance for
pre-detection combiners has been well verified in both laboratory tests and in the field.
Pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio improvements of 2.8 db are consistently measured and
improvements of very nearly 3 db are obtained with careful adjustment. The
corresponding post-detection S/N improvement depends on the operating conditions and
on the type of FM demodulator used. With a Foster-Seeley discriminator, the following
performance was consistently obtained with the indicated test conditions.
 

Pre-detection bandwidth = 500 kHz
Post-detection (VIDEO) bandwidth = 100 kHz
Deviation ±125 kHz



RF level 6 db below uncombined FM threshold
Demodulated S/N improvement = 5.5 db

Pre-detection combiners have been used in telemetry receiving stations since 1963. Field
experience indicates that the operational advantages obtained with pre-detection
combiners and dual, common LO receivers has completely justified the approach, and no
unusual operational difficulties have been experienced.

It is interesting to note that the combiner lock indicator light is utilized in some telemetry
stations to provide the MDS (minimum discernible signal) alarm, and to the author’s
knowledge, no system difficulties or data degradation have been traced to combiner
phase lock problems.

Quantitative data on field performance should become available in the near future.
Preliminary tests indicate that pre-detection combining provides a significant
improvement in PCM threshold, and because the combiners effect a reduction in signal
“drop-outs”, the overall reliability of pre-detection recording systems has been
significantly improved.
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Fig. 1 -Theoretical Video S/N Improvement
Post-Detection and Pre-Detection Combining





Fig. 3-Simplified Schematic Diagram
Basic Combining Circuit


